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Abstract 
 
This paper proposes a novel intelligent control algorithm in dealing with the load-frequency control problem of a two-area interconnected 

thermal power system. This control methodology applying a modified PID controller with three parameters tuned by a reasonable fuzzy logic 

inference structure. The control plant of this study is a two - area interconnected electric thermal power grid model using reheat and non-

reheat turbines together with renewable energy sources such as wind power and solar energy. This model is mathematically established at 

first and the load-frequency control solution employing the proposed fuzzy logic-based PID controllers is implemented successfully in 

MATLAB/Simulink environment. The numerical simulation results obtained in various scenarios compared with those of the conventional 

regulators and a number of existed intelligent load-frequency counterparts demonstrate the high effectiveness and applicability of the pro-

posed control strategy. 
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Symbols 

Symbols Units Description 

R Hz/p.u. Speed regulation of the gover-

nor 

Tg s Time constant of speed gover-

nor 

Tch s Non–reheat time constant 

Trh s Low pressure reheat time con-

stant 

Fhp  High pressure stage 

Twts s Time constant of wind turbine 

Tspv s Time constant of solar power 

Δf Hz Change in frequency 

ΔPg p.u. Change in electrical power 

ΔPc p.u. The speed governor senses the 

difference between reference 

power 

ΔPt p.u. Change in the valve position 

Abbreviations 

GDB Governor Dead Band 

GRC Generation Rate Constraint 
LFC Load Frequency Control 

ACE Area Control Error 

PSO Particle Swarm Optimization 

GWO Grey Wolf Optimizer 

FPID Fractional PID  

GA Genetic Algorithm 

 

 

 

Tóm tắt 
 
Bài báo này đề xuất một giải thuật điều khiển thông minh mới để giải 

quyết bài toán điều khiển tần số - phụ tải của một hệ thống nhiệt điện 

hai vùng kết nối. Thuật toán đề xuất ứng dụng một bộ điều chỉnh PID 

cải tiến với ba tham số được chỉnh định bởi một cấu trúc logic mờ 

thích hợp. Đối tượng điều khiển của nghiên cứu này là một mô hình 

hệ thống nhiệt điện hai vùng kết nối sử dụng các tuabin hồi nhiệt và 

không hồi nhiệt cùng với các nguồn năng lượng tái tạo như năng 

lượng gió và năng lượng mặt trời. Hệ thống điện này được mô hình 

hóa trước tiên và giải pháp điều khiển tần số - phụ tải sử dụng bộ 

điều khiển PID cải tiến dựa trên logic mờ sẽ được thực hiện thông 

qua phần mềm MATLAB/Simulink. Các kết quả mô phỏng số thu 

được trong nhiều trường hợp giả định khác nhau được so sánh với 

các bộ điều chỉnh truyền thống và một số các bộ điều khiển tần số-

phụ tải thông minh trước đó đã chứng minh sự hiệu quả và khả năng 

ứng dụng cao của chiến lược điều khiển đã đề xuất. 

1. Introduction 

Load-frequency control (LFC) is one of the most crucial con-

trol strategies to ensure the stability and economy of an inter-

connected power system [1–3]. In [4], the LFC of three areas 

is unequal bonding heat, wind and hydrogen. The generating 

unit has been developed with the Proportional Integral (PI) 

controller. In paper [5], a new load frequency controller based 

on Type-2 Fuzzy Quasi-Decentralized Functional Observe 

(T2FQFO) is recommended. The LFC strategy aims to con-

tinuously monitor the system frequency as well as the tie-line 

power flow.  
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According to the constrained current deviation control theory, 

the LFC scheme calculates the net change of two such param-

eters relative to their nominal value, known as the area control 

error (ACE), to control valve setting of the main engine with 

the goal of forcing the ACE signals to meet acceptable values. 

The LFC strategy directs the ACE signal to the desired values, 

which means that both the frequency offset and the tie-line 

power are considered to be close to zero within the allowed 

tolerances. It can be found that a huge number of studies have 

been conducted for the LFC issue. Obviously, many control 

and optimization techniques such as conventional ones [6], 

optimal control [7], genetic algorithm (GA) [8], particle 

swarm optimization (PSO) [9], bacteria foraging optimization 

algorithm (BFOA) [10] have also been used in dealing with 

the LFC problem. A smart grid is becoming an important goal 

in the current and future power system network configuration 

[11]. The new modern grids provide real-time networks, rapid 

fault analysis and also dedicate the ability to connect a large 

number of renewable energy sources into the power system 

[12]. The rapid development of global industry and business 

has caused a significant shortage of available energy in case 

of excessive use of fossil fuels [13]. As well as concerns about 

safe sources, environmental concerns invested in low-carbon 

power generation technology is one of the priorities following 

an energy program in many countries around the world 

[14,15].  

Therefore, generating electricity from renewable energy 

sources is a viable option that will not only meet the growing 

energy demand but also take care of the environment [16]. 

The integration of RE sources poses additional uncertainties 

and challenges to the power system, since RES is discontinu-

ous and. Their locations are geographically dispersed [17]. 

The penetration of different renewable energy sources in 

modern interconnected electrical systems can significantly re-

duce the inertia of the system. When converting renewable 

energy sources to power interconnected power system using 

converters/inverters, such power electronic interfaces will re-

duce the total inertia of the system and reduce voltage stabil-

ity/ frequency compared to conventional synchronous gener-

ator sets.  

Therefore, reducing enough inertia will be one of the main 

limitations of grid-connected renewable energy sources in the 

world. By increasing the penetration of existing renewable en-

ergy sources, the inertia of the connected electrical system 

may be insufficient, creating dynamic problems for the sys-

tem's stable voltage and frequency and cause negative effects 

on the stability/resiliency of the power system [18,19]. In [20], 

if the large wind generation is stalled due to a fault, it can harm 

the operation of the power system and lead to load frequency 

control problems. The primary target of LFC is on maintain-

ing the constant frequency over the arbitrarily changing active 

power loads that as well termed as unidentified explicit dis-

turbance. An additional target of LFC is on regulating the tie-

line power exchange error [21-24]. The interconnected power 

system when adding renewable energy sources is a practical 

need in modern life.  

However, it reduces the inertia of the system and increases the 

frequency oscillations of the areas, and at the same time in-

creases the frequency of the system together with power dy-

namics on power transmission lines.  

These include devices with nonlinear system components 

such as GDB, GRC, changing operating load conditions and 

renewable energy sources. The interconnected power system 

is a complex object, so controlling the system frequency and 

power on the line encounters difficulties. The above studies 

have used different methods to stabilize the system frequency, 

but they do not consider the system in many cases such as the 

existence of nonlinear factors, the continuous system param-

eters changing and the addtion of renewable energy sources. 

To solve the LFC problems, not only the traditional PID con-

trollers have been widely used but also intelligent counter 

parts, i.e. fuzzy logic - based controllers (FLC) have attracted 

researchers and engineers. Applying these FLCs, it is clear 

control systems with a lot of unknown parameters as well as 

uncertainties can be completely conducted with promising 

criteria. One of the most popular and efficient FLCs used, es-

pecially for the LFC, is PID-like FLC. This study proposes a 

fully feasible LFC scheme applying the PID-like FLC for a 

complex two - area interconnected power system with nonlin-

earities i.e. GRC and GDB as well as renewable energy 

sources. The superiority of the proposed approach is shown 

by comparing the results with a number of conventional con-

trollers in dealing with the LFC problem. The rest of this pa-

per is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the modelling 

of an interconnected power system focusing on the LFC prob-

lem. Then, Section 3 proposes the design of a PID-like FLC 

methodology, which will be applied for the LFC. Next, Sec-

tion 4 provides simulation results implemented in 

MATLAB/Simulink environment to verify the effectiveness 

of the proposed control strategy. At last, conclusions and dis-

cussions regarding this study will also be given in Section 5. 

2. Modelling of interconnected power systems 

in load frequency control 

The first step to study a control system is to establish the 

mathematical of the control plant. It is the fact that mathemat-

ical modelling of an isolated power system is constituted of 

the following elements: 

(i) Speed governor model 

(ii) Thermal turbine model 

(iii) Wind turbine and solar power model 

(iv) Generator load model 

(v) Tie- lines 

2.1. Speed governor model 

Speed governor is a unit used in electrical power systems to 

sense frequency deviation caused by the load change and can-

cel it by changing the turbine input. The schematic diagram 

of a speed governing unit is shown in Figure 1. Where R is the 

speed regulation of the governor, Tg is time constant of speed 

governor, Δf is change in frequency, ΔPg is change in electri-

cal power and ΔPc is the speed governor senses the difference 

between reference power. Without load reference, when the 

load change occurs, part of the change will be compensated 

by the valve/gate adjustment while the rest of the change is 

represented in the form of frequency deviation. The reduced 

form of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 1:  Speed governor unit 

 

Figure 2: Block diagram of speed governor 

The Equation (1) defines a relationship regarding a typical 

speed governor of an electric power grid: 

1 1
( ) ( ( ) ( ))

1
P s P s F sg c

sT Rg

 =  − 
+

          (1) 

2.2. Thermal turbine models 

A turbine unit in power systems is used to transform the pri-

mary energy, such as the energy from steam or water, into 

mechanical power (ΔPt) which is supplied to the generator. 

There are three kinds of commonly used turbines: non-reheat, 

reheat and hydraulic turbines. All of which can be modelled 

by transfer functions. The transfer function of the non-reheat 

turbine is represented as: 

( ) 1
G ( )

1( )

P st
s

t sTchP sg

= =
+

 

          (2) 

Where Tch is non –reheat time constant and ΔPt is change in 

the valve position. 

Reheat turbines are modelled as second-order units, since they 

have different stages due to high and low steam pressures. The 

transfer function can be represented in (3). 

1( ) 1
G ( ) .

1 1( )

F T sP s hp rht
s

t T s T srh chP sg

+
= =

+ +
           (3) 

Where Trh and Fhp are low pressure reheat time constant and 

high pressure stage, respectively. 

2.3. Wind turbine and solar power model 

2.3.1. Wind turbine model 

The wind turbine consists of a turbine-generator shaft mecha-

nism, which is used to convert the rotor rotation into electrical 

energy. The following equation (4) represents the mechanical 

output of the wind turbine and is defined as follows: 

1 3
( , )

2
P AC VpWT W  =            (4) 

Where λ, ρ, Vw, Cp are speed ratio, air density factor 

(Kg/cu.m), wind speed (m/s) and power coefficient, respec-

tively. 
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          (5) 

For small signal stability of the system, the rate of change of 

wind power output given in (6) has been considered for as-

sessing the stability of the proposed systems. The first-order 

transfer function model of wind turbine is shown as: 

( ) 1

1( )

P swtg

T swtsP swt


=

+

           (6) 

Where Twts is the time constant of wind turbine. 

2.3.2. Solar power model 

The transfer function model of a solar power is given in (7). 

( ) 1

1( )

P sspv

T sspvP ssp


=

+

           (7) 

Where Tspv is time constant of solar power 

2.4. Generator load model 

A generator unit in electrical systems converts mechanical en-

ergy received from a turbine into electrical energy. But for the 

interconnected power systems, the focus is on the generator's 

rotor speed (power system frequency) output rather than en-

ergy conversion. Since electrical energy is difficult to store in 

large quantities, a balance must be maintained between the 

energy generated and the load demand. When a load change 

occurs, the mechanical energy sent from the turbine will no 

longer match the electrical energy generated by the generator. 

The error between mechanical power (ΔPt) and electrical 

power is incorporated into the rotor speed deviation ( r ), 

which can be converted to frequency offset ( f ) by multiply-

ing by 2 .  

The electrical load can be decomposed into a resistive load, 

which remains constant as the rotor speed changes and the 

motor load changes with the load speed. If the mechanical 

power does not change, the motor load will compensate for 

the load change at a different rotor speed than the specified 

value which is shown in the Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Block diagram of the generator 
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The mathematical model of generator - load corresponding to 

Fig. 3 can be obtained below: 
1

F( ) ( ( ) ( ))s P s P s
t dMs D

 =  − 
+  

       (8) 

Where M  is an inertia constant of the generator, D denotes 

load damping constant and ΔPd(s) is load demand change 

2.5. Tie-lines 

In an interconnected power system, different areas are con-

nected to other parts via tie-lines. When the frequencies are in 

two different areas, an energy exchange occurs through the 

line connecting the two areas. The tie-line connections can be 

considered as a mathematical model shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Block diagram of tie-lines 

The Laplace transform representation of the block diagram in 

Figure 4 is given by: 
2

( ( ) ( ))

T
ij

P F s F s
ij i js


 =  −         (9) 

Where Pij is tie-line exchange power between areas i and j, 

and Tij is the tie-line synchronizing power coefficicnt be-

tween areas i and j. From Figure 4, it can be seen that the tie-

line power error is the integral of the frequency difference be-

tween the two areas. 

A block diagram of two-area interconnected power systems 

with GDB, GRC and renewable energy sources has been 

shown in Figure 5. 

The control objectives of the load-frequency control in multi-

area interconnected power system are mainly to control the 

frequency variation, ACE and tie-line power deviation in the 

areas towards zero while the system has many nonlinear, un-

certain components, time delay and various load conditions. 
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Figure 5: Block diagram of two-area interconnected non-reheat thermal - reheat thermal power system with GRC, GDB and renewable energy sources 

3. Design of fuzzy - PID controller 

This paper proposes a new PID-based fuzzy logic controller 

applied for the load - frequency control problem. The working 

principle of such a PID-fuzzy logic inference structure is de-

picted in Figure 6. In this context, the PID regulator with three 

factors Kp, Ki and and Kd are tuned using a reasonable fuzzy 

logic model.  

Fuzzy variables of two inputs ACE and ΔACE are NB, NM, 

NS, ZO, PS, PM and PB are Negative Big, Negative Medium, 

Negative Small, Zero, Positive Small, Positive Medium and 

Positive Big, respectively. 

The fuzzy variables of the two inputs Kp’ and Kd’ are S, M 

respectively for Small and Big, respectively. 

Fuzzy variables of α are S, MS, MB and B correspond Small, 

Medium Small, Medium Big and Big. 
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Figure 6: The structure of Fuzzy – PID controller 

In Figure 5, three parameters of the PID controller applied for 

the load frequency control are determined by means of an efi-

ciency. Assuming that two parameters Kp and Kd are always 

in the ranges [Kp min, Kp max] and [Kd min, Kd max], it is 

reasonable to define the following equations: 

'
( ) / ( )

min max min
K K K K K

p p p p p
= − −                 (10)             

'
( ) / ( )

min dmax dmin
K K K K

d d d
K = − −                 (11) 

i dT T=
 

               (12) 

2
/ T / ( )K K K Tp pi d d
 = =                 (13) 

0.32 , 0.6maxmin
K K K Ku p up

= =                 (14) 

min max0.08 T , 0.15d u u d u uK K K K T= =                 (15) 

Fuzzy controller designed with inputs ACE and ∆ACE has the 

membership functions presented in Figures 7-9 and Tables 1-

3 

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1-1

1
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Figure 7: Membership functions of ACE and ∆ACE 

The outputs of the fuzzy set are Kp', Kd' and α. 
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Figure 8: Membership functions of Kp' and Kd' 
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Figure 9: Membership function of α 

Table 1: Fuzzy rule for Kp’  

 

ACE 
ΔACE 

NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB 

NB B B B B B B B 
NM S B B B B B S 

NS S S B B B S S 

ZO S S S B S S S 
PS S S B B B S S 

PM S B B B B B S 

PB B B B B B B B 

 

Table 2: Fuzzy rule for Kd’ 

ACE 
ΔACE 

NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB 

NB S S S S S S S 

NM B B S S S B B 

NS B B B S B B B 
ZO B B B B B B B 

PS S S S S B B B 

PM B B S S S B B 

PB S S S S B B B 

Table 3: Fuzzy rule for α 

 

ACE 
ΔACE 

NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB 

NB S S S S S S S 

NM MS MS S S S MS MS 
NS M MS MS S MS MS M 

ZO B M S S S M B 

PS M MS MS S MS MS M 
PM MS MS S S S MS MS 

PB S S S S S S S 

 
From (10), (11) and (13) the following equations can be 

deduced: 

'

max min min( )p p p p pK K K K K= − +
 

                   (16) 

'

d max min min( )d d d dK K K K K= − +
 

                         (17) 

2 / ( )i p dK K T=
 

                   (18) 

4. Case studies 

A numerical simulation process to verify the feasibility of the 

proposed control strategy plays a significant role in designing 

an efficient controller. The current study applying 

MATLAB/Simulink software to implement a number of sim-

ulations for this goal.   The simulation scenarios described as 

a system in reality encountered with nonlinearities, variation 

of different load types, uncertainties and time delay. System 
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parameters used for simulation in Table 5. The proposed con-

troller is compared with Genetic Algorithm tuned PI (GA PI), 

Grey Wolf Optimizer tuned PI (GWO PI), Particle Swarm 

Optimization optimized PI controller (PSO PI), Improved 

Grey Wolf Optimizer tuned PI (I- GWO PI), PSO GWO PI 

(fuzzy PI) controller and Fractional PID (FPID) to demon-

strate its control quality. 

4.1. Performance comparison under different types of 

load changes including step load disturbance, pulse 

load deviation, random load change and sinusoidal 

load variation. 

The system under consideration is a complex system with 

nonlinear components such as GDB, GRC, and the system pa-

rameters change randomly during operation. Types of loads 

are presented as shown in the Figure 10. At the same time, the 

system also considers other forms of renewable energy 

sources such as wind energy and solar energy. 

• Step load disturbance : ΔP = ΔP = 0.03 (pu)
d1 d2

. 

• Pulse load disturbance: ΔP = ΔP = 0.03(pu)
d1 d2

, period: 40 

second and pulse width: 10%. 

• Random load disturbance with sample time is 40 seconds.  

• Sinusoidal load disturbance: ΔP = ΔP = 0.03sin(0.0628t).
d1 d2

  

Table 4: The parameters used for simulation of two areas [25] 

Area with non- 

reheat Turbin 
Value 

Area with 

Reheat Turbin 
Value 

M1 (p.u.s) 10 M2 (p.u.s) 10 

D1 (p.u./Hz) 1 D2 (p.u./Hz) 1 

Tch1 (s) 0.3 Tch2 (s) 0.3 

Tg1 (s) 0.1 Tg2 (s) 0.2 

R1 (Hz/p.u.) 0.05 R2 (Hz/p.u.) 0.05 

B1 (p.u./Hz) 21 B2 (p.u./Hz) 21 

T1 (p.u./rad.) 22.6 T2 (p.u./rad.) 22.6 

Twts (s) 1,5 Fhp 0.3 

Tspv (s) 1,8 Trh(s) 7 

 

 

Figure 10: Types of load disturbances 

 

Controller parameters for different load disturbances are pre-
sented in tables from Table 5 to Table 8 (with parameter of 
FPID controller is Kp1=0.67, Ki1=-0.4006, Kd1=-0.991, Kp2=-
0.3266, Ki2=-0.2946, Kd2=-1 [25]). 

 

Table 5: Parameters of controller in case step load disturbance 

Type of Controllers 
Parameters of controller 

Kp1 Ki1 Kp2 Ki2 

GA PI 
-0.39 0.28 0.53 0.25 

PSO PI 
0.18 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 

GWO PI 
0.10 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11 

PSO GWO PI 

0.43 -0.29 -0.5 -0.28 

IGWO PI 
0.42 -0.29 -0.54 -0.28 

 
    

 

 
 

(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 11: Dynamic responses to the step load disturbance in two areas 

(a) ∆F1, (b) ∆F2, (c) ∆Ptie 

The performance of proposed fuzzy PID controller is 

compared with Genetic Algorithm tuned PI (GA PI), Grey 

Wolf Optimizer tuned PI (GWO PI), Particle Swarm 

Optimization optimized PI controller (PSO PI), Improved 

Grey Wolf Optimizer tuned PI (I- GWO PI), PSO GWO PI  

fuzzy PI controller and Fractional PID (FPID) to verify its 

control quality. Consequently, better system performance in 

terms of minimum settling times in frequency deviations is 

achieved with proposed fuzzy PID controller in comparison 

with other approaches . To study the dynamic performance of 

the proposed controllers, a step load disturbance in two areas 

and the system dynamic responses are shown in Figure 10. 

The simulation results with some published approaches such 

as with Genetic Algorithm tuned PI (GA PI), Grey Wolf 

Optimizer tuned PI  (GWO PI), Particle Swarm Optimization 

optimized PI controller (PSO PI), Improved Grey Wolf 

Optimizer tuned PI (I- GWO PI), PSO GWO PI fuzzy PI 

controller and Fractional PID (FPID) to verify its control 

quality for the same power system are also shown in Figure 

11. Critical analysis of the dynamic responses clearly reveals 

that significant improvement is observed with proposed fuzzy 

PID controller compared to other approaches reported in the 

literature. 

Table 6: Parameters of controller in case pulse load disturbance 

Type of Con-

trollers 

Parameters of controller 

Kp1 Ki1 Kp2 Ki2 

GA PI 
0.05 -0.07 -0.58 0.11 

PSO PI 
0.1 0.1 -0.08 0.03 

GWO PI 
0.1 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11 

PSO GWO 
PI 

0.07 -0.02 -0.08 0.03 

IGWO PI 
0.04 -0.07 -0.58 0.11 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 12: Dynamic responses to the pulse load disturbance in two areas 

(a) ∆F1, (b) ∆F2, (c) ∆Ptie 

Table 7: Parameters of controller in case random load disturbance 

Type of Con-

trollers 

Parameters of controller 

Kp1 Ki1 Kp2 Ki2 

GA PI -0.95 -0.56 -1.34 -0.54 

PSO PI -0.45 -0.22 -0.5 -0.25 

GWO PI -0.03 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 

PSO GWO PI 
0.15 -0.48 -0.5 -0.45 

IGWO PI -1.61 -1.69 -3.35 -1.72 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 13: Dynamic responses to the random load disturbance in two areas 

(a) ∆F1, (b) ∆F2, (c) ∆Ptie 

Table 8: Parameters of controller in case sinusoidal Load disturbance 

 
Type of 

Controllers 

Parameters of controller 

Kp1 Ki1 Kp2 Ki2 

GA PI 
-2.27 -1.57 -3.58 -1.72 

PSO PI 
-0.15 -0.59 -0.99 -0.61 

GWO PI 
-0.2 -0.2 -0.38 -0.5 

PSO GWO 
PI 

0.16 -0.47 -0.5 -0.5 

IGWO PI 
-2.16 -2.28 -4 -2.47 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 14: Dynamic responses to the sinusoidal load disturbance in two ar-

eas (a) ∆F1, (b) ∆F2, (c) ∆Ptie 

The simulation results shown in Figure 12-14 show that the 

frequency difference output response of the two regions has a 

stable time of about 7 to 10 seconds, very low overshoot and 

no frequency oscillations. when using fuzzy - PID controller. 

The above results have completely proved the optimality of 

the proposed controller. In this section, when the system 

exists load disturbances, these undesirable effects will be 

minimized under the initiative of the proposed controller. 
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4.2. Simulate the system when the system has nonlinear 

components such as: GDB (regulator deadband), 

GRC (generator speed limit) and uncertainty 

parameters 

The fact is that nonlinear components such as GDB and GRC 

together with the uncertainty of the parameters are very 

suitable for practical control systems. A truly interconnected 

electrical system naturally includes such components. The 

nonlinearities, GDB and GRC, can be directly related to the 

operation of the power system. Meanwhile, the uncertainty 

related to the change of system parameters as illustrated in 

Table 8 clearly affects the stability of the power system. In 

this subsection, these undesirable effects will be mitigated 

under the positive capabilities of the proposed PID fuzzy logic 

controllers. 

The simulation results when embedding the nonlinearities and 

uncertainties given in Table 8 are depicted in Figure 15. As 

can be seen, the negative influence of these variations has 

been successfully restrained. Both frequency and link power 

deviations are still eliminated with good control performance 

such as low overshoot and short stabilization time. These 

results fully demonstrate the robustness of the proposed fuzzy 

logic based load frequency controllers. 

Table 9: Variations of the parameters 

Tg1 0.1 ± 0.1*50% 

Tg2 0.2 ± 0.1*50% 

M1 10 ± 0.1*50% 

D1 1 ± 1*50% 

M2 10 ± 0.1*50% 

D2 1 ± 1*50% 

GRC 5% 

GDB 5% 

 

 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 15: Dynamic responses to the step-load disturbance in two areas 

(with uncertainty parameters), (a) and (b): ∆F1, (c) and (d): ∆F2 

5. Conclusion and future works 

In this paper, a comparative evaluation has been performed to 

examine the effectiveness of the proposed PID - like fuzzy 

logic controller. In order to provide realistic results, the stud-

ied fuzzy - PID controllers have been validated on the two-

area thermal power system in which the physical constraints 

of the GRC, GDB and renewable energy resources have also 

been taken into the consideration. The comparative dynamic 

performance evaluations have been carried out under the step, 

random, pulse, sinusoidal load and the types of renewable en-

ergy sources such as wind energy and solar energy. The re-

sults have confirmed that fuzzy - PID controller achieves 

much better dynamic performances such as the largest mini-

mum damping ratio and the smallest overshoots and settling 
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times of the network frequency oscillations. It is also verified 

that the proposed fuzzy - PID controller outperforms the tra-

ditional PSO - based PI controller, GA - based PI controller, 

GWO - based PI controller, PSOGWO - based PI controller, 

IGWO - based PI controller, Fuzzy PI controller and the FPID 

controller in stabilizing the power system. Future work will 

focus on testifying the feasibility of the proposed control strat-

egy in various scenarios of modern electric power grids, e.g. 

adding renewable energy sources to traditional interconnected 

power network as shown in this study. 
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